f(x) =/(l)*+ƒ«))*', stands out as a basic relationship. This law is so all embracing that the question naturally arises, if this is set as a postulate, what postulates in addition to it are needed to define a Boolean Algebra? Using as undefined a class K and the Sheffer stroke function, we shall show that, in addition to a form of Boole's Law, only two "trivial" postulates are required. 
Proof: From III, and the preceding definitions, we have
in particular * This is the smallest set of postulates for a Boolean Algebra yet given.
0= [(o'o)/(oo')]'.
Thus there exists in K an element 1, such that 0 = 1'.
From ( From III, *" = 0'"*+0'V; thus l" = 0"'l+0"l', and 1 = 1". Hence l' = l'" and 0 = 0".
Proof :
From Theorem 1 and the definition of 1, we have 0' = 1, and thus 0/0 = 0' = 1, and 1/1 = 1' = 0. Proof: These equations follow immediately upon using the results of the preceding theorems in the definitions of + and .
In the following theorems the equations are obtained by letting ƒ(x) equal the left-hand side.
THEOREMS. 1X = X = X 1=0+X = X+0.
Proof:
lx=(l 1)*+(1 0)*'=lx+0:r', # = lx+0#', xl = (l l)*+(0 1)*' = l*+0x', 0+x = (0+1)*+(0+0)*'= lx+Ox', x+0=(l+0)x+(0+0)x' = lx+0*'; since all five are equal to lx+Ox', the theorem follows. 
0#=(0 l)x+(0 0)x' = 0x+0x', *0 = (1 0)x+(0 0)x' = 0x+0x', 0 = 0*+0x', xx' = (l l')x+(0 0V = 0x+0x'; since all four are equal to Ox+Ox', the theorem follows. Proof:
THEOREM 11. xb+xc = x(b+c).
Proof: xb+xc=(lb + lc)x+(0b+0c)x' = (b+c)x+0x' = (b+c)x = x(b+c).
The postulates we have given are known to be true in a Boolean Algebra, therefore they are necessary. We shall show that they are sufficient by showing that Huntington's postulates are derivable from them.
Huntington's Postulates and their Derivation.
The following is Huntington's set of postulates; to each is appended a brief indication of its derivation from those of our set. 
